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USING COMIC STRIP TO IMPROVE STUDENTS’ 
WRITING CONVERSATION SKILL AT SMPN 3 BATU 
 
ABSTRACT 
The use of comic strip media is one of the media that can facilitate students in learning 
English, especially in learning to write conversational texts. The objectives of this study were 
to determine whether the teaching instruction using comic strip is positive improving students’ 
ability on writing for students of SMPN 3 Batu. 
 
The criteria of writing assessment involve; content, organization, vocabulary, language 
use, and mechanics. This success can be seen from the result of students’ average score and 
their good responses. The students’ average score after getting Comic Strip was increased in 
line with the increase of the students enthusiast in pre test and post test, and the achievement 
of a minimum score in learning English, which is a minimum of 70 points. The media used in 
improving the ability to write conversational texts is comic strips, which are then supplemented 
with conversational texts by students in post-test activities.. 
The results showed that the average value in the pre test activity was 69 so that it was 
declared less than the minimum score criteria, then a post test was carried out using comic strip 
media and obtained an average value of 81 so that it passed the minimum score criteria. Based 
on the results of the pre test and post test, it is known that there was an increase of 12 points 
from the results of pre-test observations to post-test observations. Furthermore, the results of 
the paired sample t-test showed that the score of P-value (0.000) < from alpha 5% (0.05), so it 
was stated that there was a significant difference in students before using comic strip media 
and after using comic strip media. Based on these results, it can be concluded that the use of 
comic strips can improve the ability to write conversational texts at SMPN 3 Batu. 
 
Keywords: Comic Strip, Classroom Action Research, writing skills,  
conversational text. 
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